First, we listen

The Collaborative for Educational Services is a partner that hears you and understands education and educational organizations. CES consultants/trainers can help you to assess needs in your school or district and will tailor a program of workshops, coaching and consultation to meet those needs. We will work with you to design workshops and consultation that fits into your available time and location; address your audiences (teachers, leadership, paraprofessionals); and presents the content that you want.

We offer deep expertise in the use of G Suite (Google Apps for Education) in schools and districts, the innovative use of technology in the classroom, and the principles of sound instructional design for personalized, blended and online learning. Our workshops are hands-on, customized, and ensure that every participant leaves with new skills & excitement to implement their learning.

Personalized, Blended, & Online Learning + Digital Citizenship

We provide consulting, workshops and guidance to enhance understanding of instructional design principles for technology-enhanced personalizing learning, from blended to fully online. We can also assist you in planning and developing your own online learning courses. Services include: coaching to optimize your launch or ongoing implementation of personalized learning. Some of the training and coaching programs include:

- Leadership in Blended & Digital Learning - Provides school leaders with a rich and engaging blended experience where they learn to transform their schools with blended and digital learning and personalized education for their students.
- Blended & Digital Learning for Teachers - Participants will learn about the critical design and implementation steps to launch a blended practice in the classroom with a focus on identifying instructional experiences, both traditional and technology-enhanced to meet the specific needs of each student.
- Online Teaching and Learning Bootcamp and Free Tech Tools for Teaching and Learning - Great for developing the foundational knowledge for online teaching.
- Rethinking Digital Citizenship - Provides a foundation for developing digital citizenship programs that position young people as experts on their own experience in partnership with adults who have the resources and expertise to explore the dangers and possibilities of our (online) lives.

Join us at our free Professional Learning Communities: Technology in Education PLC and Educators Using G Suite PLC!

You can find details about the meetings of the these PLCs at www.collaborative.org/plcs
G Suite (Google Apps)

Wherever your district, schools, or educators are on the Google continuum, from basic to advanced, we can create a tailored program of workshops and coaching to optimize your launch or ongoing implementation of G Suite. Some of the training and coaching programs include:

- Workshops to prepare for Google Certified Educator Level 1 & Level 2 Exams
- G Suite Foundations – 8 different sessions are available for using Chrome and building confidence with commonly used Google Apps
- Intermediate and Advanced use of G Suite – Including learning laboratories & custom workshops
- Embedded Coaching for G Suite Implementation – A seed team of teachers receive semester-long coaching and support for implementing G Suite in their classrooms
- Google Sites – Three session series to jumpstart your efforts to create and use Sites

Technology Administration and Implementation

CES will consult with your district to help you with your technology planning and audits, integration of instructional technology, device planning and implementation, and overall technology project management. Services also include:

- Full migration services and deployment of G Suite
- Chromebook deployment
- One-to-one implementation planning and deployment
- Technology Director mentoring

Education Data Use

CES provides tailored on-site professional development for educators and data teams, technical assistance for data management and analysis, and data-driven decision making.

Makerspaces: Where Learning = Doing

What is a makerspace? How can you create one in your school or district? How can you leverage a makerspace to increase student and community engagement in your school? We offer services to support schools in integrating Makerspace-related philosophy and practice into classrooms.

"Thank you for providing us with such rich Google training. Our teachers now have more awareness and understanding about how to use G Suite in ways that will benefit not only their day-to-day job-related work, but thanks to you, many now have new ways to use technology to enhance the education of our students."
With your training, and help from the school’s IT department, I now have 13 classes of students in grades 3-5 and one 6th grade using Google Classroom! It has been really exciting for me and the students. I am now able to post assignments for students in one place and see their progress. I can already see how much more comfortable these classes are in the computer lab with Classroom. I am happy I was able to use the computers we have here to connect our students to Google Classroom and work on skills that will help them now and in the future."

— Sarah Adolph, Instructional Technology Gill-Montague Regional School District

Consultants and Facilitators

Casey Daigle-Matos, M.A.T.
Casey is the Digital Learning Manager and a Google Certified Trainer. She loves encouraging educators to explore connections between their students, curriculum, and technology tools.

Safire DeJong, Ed.D.
Safire is the Pedagogical Technologist and a Google Certified Trainer. She enjoys supporting dynamic and socially relevant learning opportunities for students and teachers that use technology in empowering ways.

Angela Burke, M.Ed.
Angela is the Director of Technology and has over 20 years of experience in managing technology across K-12, Higher Education and Fortune 100 settings, and extensive experience in K-12 curriculum and professional development planning. She has also been a middle school classroom teacher/team leader.

Want to learn more?
We would be happy to discuss your school, district, or organizational needs.

Please email technology@collaborative.org or call 413.586.4900, option 2
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Collaborative for Educational Services
97 Hawley Street, Northampton, MA 01060
413.586.4900
413.586.0180 Fax

Everyone is a learner